Laybrook Carebeds

Lismore Adjustable Bed

All beds come as standard with a High Quality Reflex Mattress.
This is a stunning high end electric adjustable bed with ivory metal bedstead. It comes with a Reflex mattress
and has cast brass knobs (not spun brass) this again shows the quality and detail we put into our bed
surrounds it comes as a single, double or dual fully adjustable bed for total support and comfort, beat that!
Sizes 4ft 6 inches, 5ft and 6ft
This bed comes with a full 5-year warranty & Reflex mattress unlike some other companies, we only sell
beds made from the best quality materials and as with all our adjustable beds if you are not totally satisfied
with your purchase within 7 days we will fully refund you the cost of the bed.
It is also fully installed by our trained engineers, NOT FLAT PACKED like some.
Bed height Breakdown
Standard size for the Lismore is 22 inches from the floor to the top of the mattress.
Purchasing any Sprung Mattress (Pocket or Superior) may increase the overall bed height.
If your bed is ordered with a Vertical Lift, 1 inch will be added to the overall height.
A Heavy Duty Frame will also add 1 inch to the total height.
To make sure the height of your bed is correct when ordering, please measure your own first. We are able to
alter your bed to a height of your choice, and all for an extra â‚¬95!
This bed cannot have the following optional extras - Grab ring, Headboards, cot-sides
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Colour
Ivory
Sizes
All sizes available.
The picture shown is a dual bed.
A double bed has one mattress.
A dual bed has two mattresses (independent movement)

€1,349.00

Vendor Information
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